Singular Nouns & Plural Nouns

Nouns are *singular* when they refer to just one person, place, thing, or idea.

book  girl  pencil

Nouns are *plural* when they refer to two or more people, places, things, or ideas.

books  girls  pencils

The regular plural form of nouns is made by simply adding an “s” to the end of the word.

If the noun is singular, write the plural form. If the noun is plural, write the singular form.

1. car  _______________  2. hair  _______________
2. plants  ___________  4. table  _______________
3. chair  _____________  6. lakes  _______________
4. animals  ____________  8. baseball  ______________
5. house  _______________  10. desks  ______________
6. video  _____________  12. students  ______________
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Singular Nouns & Plural Nouns

Nouns are *singular* when they refer to just one person, place, thing, or idea.

- book
- girl
- pencil

Nouns are *plural* when they refer to two or more people, places, things, or ideas.

- books
- girls
- pencils

The regular plural form of nouns is made by simply adding an “s” to the end of the word.

If the noun is singular, write the plural form. If the noun is plural, write the singular form.

1. car  **cars**
2. hair  **hairs**
3. plants  **plant**
4. table  **tables**
5. chair  **chairs**
6. lakes  **lake**
7. animals  **animal**
8. baseball  **baseballs**
9. house  **houses**
10. desks  **desk**
11. video  **videos**
12. students  **student**
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